books from Mesa Public Library
Animal Ark: celebrating our wild world
in poetry and pictures
Kwame Alexander; photography by Joel Sartore. Target ages 4-8.
A howling wolf, a stalking tiger, a playful panda, a dancing
bird−pairing the stunning photography of National
Geographic photographer Joel Sartore with the delicate
poetry of Newbery award-winning author Kwame
Alexander, this lush picture book celebrates the beauty,
diversity, and fragility of the animal world.
Beastly Biomes
Carly Allen-Fletcher. Target ages 7-11.
What kinds of animals live in the different environments
Earth supports? This beautifully illustrated book shows how
animals, birds, and fish all have a distinctive place to thrive,
creating homes in unexpected places.
Before After
Anne-Margot Ramstein and Matthias Arégui. Target ages 4-8.
Which came first? No words are necessary in this beautiful,
artfully humorous book, in which every turn of the page
offers a surprise.
Bio Diversity: explore the diversity of life on Earth
with environmental science activities for kids
Laura Perdew; illustrated by Tom Casteel. Target ages 8-10.
Bio Diversity includes hands-on STEM activities and critical
thinking exercises to encourage readers to consider the
threat to biodiversity and figure out ways to be part of the
solution. Fun facts, links to online primary sources and other
supplemental material, and more take readers on an
exploration of the incredible biodiversity on Earth.
The Egg
Britta Teckentrup. Target ages 6+.
Beautiful, whimsical, and entertaining, this book of
illustrations by Britta Teckentrup shows eggs in all their
fragility, complexity, and variety.
Here We Are: notes for living on planet Earth
Oliver Jeffers. Target ages 3-7.
In this salutation from Earth, the chronicler gives a tour
of the planet and introduces those who call it home.
The Little Gardener
Emily Hughes. Target ages 3-7.
There was once a little gardener and his garden meant
everything to him. He worked hard, very hard, but he was
just too little (or at least he felt he was).

The Magic and Mystery of Trees
Jen Green; illustrated by Claire McElfatrick. Target ages 7-9.
From the highest branch and leaf down to the complex
"wood wide web" of roots, every part of a tree plays an
important role in its own growth and the habitat of the
whole forest or woodland. Learn about the amazing natural
science of trees in this illustrated nature and science book.
Nature Anatomy: the curious parts & pieces
of the natural world
Julia Rothman.
Rothman’s whimsical illustrations are paired with interactive
activities that encourage curiosity and inspire you to look
more closely at the world all around you.
The Night Flower
Lara Hawthorne. Target ages 3-7.
As the summer sun sets over the desert, creatures gather for
a very special event. The saguaro cactus is about to bloom.
Join pollinating fruit bats, howling mice, and other animals
on their journey to visit the flower in this beautiful
nature-inspired story.
A Seed is Sleepy
Dianna Aston; illustrated by Sylvia Long. Target ages 4-10.
Introduces young readers to the characteristics, growth,
and movement of a variety of seeds as they become plants.
Tiny, Perfect Things
M. H. Clark. Target ages 2-7.
With rhythmic storytelling and detailed and intricate
illustrations, this is a book about how childlike curiosity
can transform ordinary days into extraordinary adventures.
We Are The Gardeners
Joanna Gaines, illustrated by Julianna Swaney. Target ages 4-8.
A young family learns to grow a garden, describing how they
prepared the soil, watered their plants, dealt with the animals
who invaded their garden, and how all their hard work finally
paid off as they harvested vegetables and flowers.
The Wondrous Workings of Planet Earth
Rachel Ignotofsky. Target ages 10-17.
Through exquisite drawings, maps, and infographics,
New York Times best-selling author Rachel Ignotofsky
makes earth science accessible and entertaining, explaining
how our planet works, from its diverse ecosystems and their
inhabitants, to the levels of ecology, the importance
of biodiversity, the carbon cycle, weather cycles, and more.

Online Resources

THINKSPOT

Access 24/7 at mesalibrary.org/eresources
Britannica Library for kids and young adults
Explore thousands of topics in science, social studies,
language arts, mathematics. This online version of
Encyclopedia Britannica features separate home pages for
children and young adults to make it easy to find materials
at the right reading level. A Spanish-language resource,
Britannica Escolar, is also available.
Global Road warrior
A country-by-country resource for learning about culture,
customs, history, and language worldwide. Students will
find everything from thematic maps to geographic features,
national symbols and food—perfect for country reports and
students curious about the world!
kids’ infobits
Through newspaper and magazine articles, videos, images,
and graphics, elementary students can learn about
everything from animals and outer space to famous artists
and favorite athletes.
miss humblebee’s academy
Miss Humblebee’s Academy is a fun, interactive, and
award-winning, online kindergarten-readiness learning
solution for children ages 3 to 6. With hundreds of lessons in
math, science and social studies, language, and literacy, art,
and music, the curriculum increases in difficulty as the user
progresses through the program.
teenbookcloud
Always-available ebooks, audiobooks, and graphic novels
for teen readers, including over 100 AP English titles.
Tumblebooklibrary
Discover hundreds of animated picture books, children’s
fiction and nonfiction ebooks, National Geographic videos,
puzzles, games, and more.

THINKSPOT: a makerspace that cultivates innovation
by providing access to resources and training.
Located at the Main and Red Mountain library branches,
THINKspot is an inclusive community where creativity,
engagement, and opportunity thrive. We have the
technology and equipment for all your projects: 3D Printers,
X-Carve CNC routers, sewing machines, photo/video studio,
and more! Ages 12+ can complete training and then reserve
equipment. To learn more visit mesalibrary.org/thinkspot.

Library Apps
Find them free in your app store
Acorn TV
Television and film from Britain and beyond.
CLOUD LIBRARY
Download popular titles of ebooks and audiobooks.
FREEGAL
Stream commercial-free music and download 5 free
MP3s a week. Choose from 9 million songs.
The Great Courses
Online courses taught by award-winning experts.
OVERDRIVE (aka Greater Phoenix Digital Library)
Huge selection of downloadable ebooks, audiobooks,
magazines, comics, and movies.
Pongalo
Spanish language telenovelas and translated movies.
RB DIGITAL
30K+ unlimited-access audiobooks — no holds! Full color,
digital magazines and comics.

Mesa Public Library
Main Library
THINKspot @ Main
64 east 1st street

library hours

red mountain branch
635 North power road

monday
tuesday
wednesday
thursday
friday
saturday
sunday

mesa express library
closed indefinitely due to storm damage

all locations are open 9:00am – 10:00am,
Monday through Saturday, for self-service.

Dobson ranch branch
2425 South dobson road

10:00am
10:00am
10:00am
10:00am
10:00am
10:00am
closed

–
–
–
–
–
–

8:00pm
8:00pm
8:00pm
8:00pm
5:00pm
5:00pm

